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299/2 A key will unlock door & give access to treasure; dynamite will give
access but will blow all to bits -- Torry an example of dynamite.

299/3-10 ch. 1-39 a different viewpoint from 40-52
299/7-10 Complexity of results of critical method

300/3 A unity about the bk. of Isa. that shows it is the talent of one writer.

300/4 Remarkable prediction in ch. 39 about Babylon(not Assyria)

300/7 No stopping of application of divisive priutiple once its validity is
recognized.

300/8 Having absolute certainty about anything

301/1-10 Most have real evidence to proove diversity of authorships of a book
which has for ages been recognized as a unity.
No stopping once you start dividing up

302i1-5 Shakespeare's writings and Bacon
302/6 Isaiah's great literary ability

303 Argument from style
303/5 Baker who edited the papers of Woodrow Wilson

David Greyson

303/8 Similarities and differences between ch.1-39 and 40-66. Driver.

304/3 Similarity betwwen any two chapters in Isaiah is far greater than any
chapter in Jer. or any other book in OT with possible exception of Micah

304/5 Davis Dictionary on the unity of Isaiah and the new edition by Davis & Gehman
304/8 DeWette calls ch. 40-66 Isa. risen again as from the dead.

305 Argument based on theological viewpoint
305/p No contradiction in viewpoint only a different emphasis

Majesty of Jehovah emphasized in one
Infinity of Jehovah emphasized in other

305/4 Compare an article wtitten on Millennial return of Christ and another written
on the Rapture by same author.

505/6 Liffereiice i historical background, argument of' Driver iO
506-7 The big srument end e very powerful one.

Discussion of the argument

508/7 Cyrus -- not conclusive evidence of later date for these chapters.
509/7 ec. 1-tobineon -- sidelights on his attitude

510 44:24 naming of Cyrus in advance
10/6 1 Kings 4:15 names Solomon 400 years before his birth(??? wrong ref.???)

Josiah named hundreds of years before his birth
511/2 Wrong to try to explain away the facts

511/5 More discussion about predicted names
511/7-10 Isa. writes for his own day but the H.S.allo.s it to be preserved for a

later day wrien it will bear upon that time too.
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